
Tournament Procedure

Lauretta will email the Club representatives on Friday morning to
give the time schedule for age group start. (time depends on how

many there are in a group, and whether we can combine age groups.

1. Masks must be worn at all times while in the arena by all 
attendees -parents, wrestlers and workers. Every person 
entering the arena must have a USAW profile. You will get a 
Temperature Check before entering the building.  If one 
person in the family has a temperature the whole family has 
to leave. The temperature will need to be under 99.8. Families
check in together.

2. Coaches must have a 2021 USAW Leaders Membership with a 
Picture on it.

3. Wrestlers must have a 2021 USAW Membership card.

4. Everyone entering must check in with your USAW 
membership card or number.  Have it on hand so the person 
checking can readily check you in. Non wrestlers must have 
Picture Id to go with it.

5. Coaches must be on the list that is sent to Lauretta on 
Thursday. Check in at separate table to get a coach’s band.  
No Event Volunteers will be accepted as coaches.

6. Pairing and Coaches must have a Lanyard. If you do not have 
one, we have them for $2.00. If you have yours from last year 
it can be used this year as long as your card is a leader’s card 



and is current. You will still need to check in at the coach’s 
check-in to get a wristband.

7. One coach on the mat per wrestler.

8. No parents will be allowed on the floor no exception. Ok one 
exception if they are working a table.

9. Please read the Tournament guidelines.

10. No Siblings if you have more than one age group wrestler, 
they may come but will need to sit with the parents until they 
wrestle.

11. Depending on how many wrestlers we get will depend on if 1 
or both parents can attend. I will let you know on Friday after 
Lauretta checks on the number in each session.

12. If anyone attending the tournaments find they have covid-19 
after wrestling or attending a tournament. Please contact a 
board member so we can get emails out everyone who 
attended the tournament.


